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The fundamental theory of fuzzy orthogonal random measure, the value of which 
is the element of a Hilbert space, as classical orthogonal random measure, is 
established perfectly, such as the extension theorem, the corresponding integral, and 
the inner product of two fuzzy orthogonal random measures. Using Ito’s definition 
of orthogonal random measure makes the mathematical structure of the whole 
theory very clear. The proof of the extension theorem is not just the same as that of 
the classical one. Using the fuzzy orthogonal random measure and integral to 
express a random process will be more convenient than using the classical ones and 
that makes possible the use of new ways to solve the problem of corresponding ran- 
dom process. The inner product is very similar to the classical theory. $.‘ 1986 
Acadamc Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTIOK 
Some articles have discussed fuzzy measures, including fuzzy random 
measures [l-73. This paper will concentrate on fuzzy orthogonal random 
measure. In Section 1 an extension theorem of orthogonal random measure 
from a fuzzy algebra to a-algebra will be proved. It is impossible to use the 
result of the similar theorem of classical measure theory to prove it because 
then a fuzzy algebra is different from a classical algebra essentially. So we 
think there will be something new in the proof of the theorem. In Section 3 
a fuzzy random integral will be discussed. In Section 4 a Hilbert space is 
constructed by using an inner product of fuzzy orthogonal random 
measure. The advantage of fuzzy measure is that it has both the charac- 
teristic of measures and the characteristic of linear functionals 
simultaneously. 
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2. Fuzzy ORTH~KNNAL RANDW MEASURE 
DEFINITWN 1. If Q is an abstract space, .d is a fuzzy algebra in Q [6], 
H is a Hilbert space, and p is a mapping from .d to H and has the 
property that there exists a fuzzy nonnegative measure m on .d such that 
for any A, BE .d 
(AAhAB))= j’ ABdm d 
then p is called a fuzzy orthogonal random measure (briefly FOM) on .d 
to H, and m is called the characteristic measure of p, denoted by 
Gw(>=m. 
PR0posITI0N 1. If p is a FOM on fuzzy algebra .d then p has the 
following properties: 
Proof: Property (2) is obvious. Suppose A, ES%‘, i= 1, 2 ,..., IF A, ,< I, 
a,“= I Ais&. Then 
=(p (& A,)- f ~c(A;l, CC (6 Ai)- i PO) 
i=l ,=I i= I ,=I 
=(P(!,Ai)vP(f), A.))-2:,(p(i, Al)‘p(AJJ) 
+ i f (P(A,L P(AJ) 
i=l/=l > 
Since xEn+, Ai + 0 as n -+ co and ]C,?,+ , Ai( < 1, Fatou-Lebesgue 
Lemma [8 3 implies 
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Property (1) is called o-additivity. If a fuzzy set mapping has o-additivity, 
we call it a fuzzy random measure [7]. A fuzzy random measure, denoted 
by cc, has the following properties: 
(a) Ad)=O; 
(b) A.E&, n=1,2 ,..., A.fAfz.~4*p(A.)-+p(A) (strong) as 
n-+cC; 
(c) A,E~, n=l,2 ,..., A, 1 A E .rQ = p( A,) + p(A) (strong) as 
n-boo. 
Property (2) implies that p is orthogonal. 
PROPOSITION 2. Zf p is a mapping from fuzzy a-algebra 913 to Hilbert 
space H, then properties (1) and (2) (in Proposition 1) imply p is a FOM. 
Proof Let 
d= 
1 
~zil,,:OfaiQl,Ci~V,i=1,2 ,..., n;CiAC,=f$,i#j,i,j=1,2 ,..., n 
t 
. 
i= 1 
It is obvious that %? is a classical o-algebra in Q, d is a fuzzy algebra, and 
a can be generated by d: S?==(.&) [6]. We define 
NC) = WC), AI,-)) VCEW. 
It is easy to show m is a classical measure on S’. In fact if Ci E %‘, i = 1, 2,..., 
and Cir\Cj=q5, i#j, i,j=l,2 ,..., then using the a-additivity and the 
orthogonal property of p we obtain 
= ir, M~c,), AI,-,)) = f MC,). 
i= I 
Extending m we can obtain a fuzzy measure on 33 
m(A)=lAdm. 
also denoted by m 
In the case A, BE d, we can express A and B in the same form: 
A= i aiIC,, B= i Bile, 
i- I i= 1 
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where ai, pie [0, 11, C, E c’, i= 1, 2 ,..., n, C, A C, = 4, i #.j. i, j = I, 2 . . . . . II. 
Hence 
= i i aiPjM/,.,L AI,;)) 
j=l/=l 
= i a,/?,m(c,) = j AB dm. 
i;l 
Now we consider A, BE 49 = a(.d). We can choose A,, B, E JZ?, n = I, 2 ,..., 
such that A,fA, B,fB. So A,,B,fAB and 
THEOREM 1. If p is a FOM on fuzzy algebra .d to Hilberr space H, then 
rhere exisrs a unique FOM on o(A) (denoted by j) such that 
Aed=>/i(A)=p(A). 
Proof At first we extend (p, p) from .d to a(.&‘), for any A E .d, g E H, 
and let v(A, g) = (p(A), g). Since p is a fuzzy random measure on d, 
v(*, g) is a fuzzy measure on d. In fact if Ai E -01, i = 1,2 ,..., xz, A, < 1, 
@p”=, A,G.~, then 
= iT, (AA,), g) = f v(A,v g). 
,= I 
Using the method of [7, Theorem I] we known there exists a fuzzy 
measure V(., g) on u(d) such that 
v(A, g) = v(A, g) VA E .d. 
Fix a,,a,E(-a, co), gl, g,, gEH. Let 
$4 aI g, + a2 gz) = aI W, g,) + a2p(A, a) 
Iv(A, g)l G Jm II gll 
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Because for any A E-CB, we have 
W,a,g,+a2g2)= ~(4 alg~+~2g2)=(AA)9al gl+a2g2) 
=~I(PL(A)~ g,)+r2MA), gd=r~v(A, g,)+a2v(4 g2) 
=a,V, g,)+a,v(A, g2) 
I?(4 g)l = I@(A), g)l d ll~(A)ll . Ilgll 
=d?imim llgll =Jrn Ilgll. 
We obtain &I&. It is not difficult to prove JY is monotone. So 
~~a(d).ItmeansthatforanyA~b(.rQ),a~,a~~(--,30),andg,,g,, 
g E H, we have 
~(A,algl+a2g2)=a,~(A,g,)+a2~(A,g2) 
I~(4 s)l d &im3 II &Al. 
It implies that for any A E c(d), t(A, .) is bounded linear functional on H. 
Then there exists an element in H denoted by p(A), such that 
VgEH=>v(A, g)=UdA), g). 
To prove that ji is a FOM, fix BE .B’ and let 
A= {A: A l 4d), G(A), ii(B))= (w P&W}. 
It is clear that J? zd and JZ is monotone. Hence .1x a(&). It means 
that 
VA E a(d)), BE-~‘* MA), P(B))= (/A PXA, B). 
Again using the same method, fix A E a(a) and let 
JY = {B: W(A), fi(B)) = </A p)(A, B)) 
It is also clear that .,#Z 3 .d and JV is monotone. So for any A, BE a(d) we 
obtain 
(AA), P(B)) = (~9 P)(AW 
This means that ji is a FOM on a(&). It is clear that for any g E H, A E d 
we have 
(AA 1, g) = ?(A, g) = v(A, g) = b(A), 8). 
This identity implies that j(A) = p(A) [9]. So p is an extenion of p from ,d 
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to c(~c~)). At last we shall prove such an extension of 11 is unique. If there 
exist two FOM p,, p2, both of which are extensions of p, let 
.K= (A:AEa(.~),~,(A)=~*(A)} 
Obviously .k 3 .d and .4I is monotone. Hence .,X 2 c(.&). That implies for 
any A E dd), P,(A I= p2(A ). 
EXAMPLE. Let (Q, ,r9, P) be a classical probability space. L,(Q, d, P) is 
a Hilbert space. Suppose &I is a fuzzy a-algebra generated by all Bore1 sets 
in [0, l] and X(t, w), t E [0, 11, ~EQ, is a random process such that 
(1) Vre[O, l]=+E(X(r;))=O and X(0,.)=0; 
(2) EX’(& .) is continuous on [0, I] and ,5X2( 1,O) = 1; 
(3) For any 06to<l,<11< ... <r,=l, the family if random 
variables 
{X(fi*‘)-X(li I;)}, i= 1, 2 ,..., n, 
is independent. We shall establish a FOM on a to express the random 
process. Let 
It is clear d is a fuzzy algebra in [0, 11. Let 
P 
( 
ic, aA,,. ,,,,J = i ai(X(li, ‘) - X(ri- I y ‘1) 
i= I 
m ($, ail,,,-,,,,,) = i aiE(X(t,, ‘) - x(ti- 19 ‘1)’ 
,=l 
where aiEIO,l], i=l,2,...,n, O=r,<r,<t,<~..<r,=l. Because 
E(X(r, a))’ is continuous and nondecreasing, we can consider it as a dis- 
tribution function. It is easy to see that m is the fuzzy measure on d deter- 
mined by E(X(r, .))2. It is not diffkult to prove that p is a FOM on J-Z? to 
&(Q, A, P). In fact, if A, BE d we can choose ai, Pi E [0, I], i = 1, 2 ,..., n, 
o=t,<t,< .** <t,= 1, such that 
A = i aJc ,,.,.,,,, B= if Pil[t, ,.,,j. 
,=I i= I 
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so 
(p(A), /l(B))= 
( 
i ai[X(fj9 ‘)-x(ti-,, ‘)I, i fli[X(fi9’)-x(tj-..*, ‘11 
i=l i=l ) 
= f f cri~ji([x(r,,‘)--x(ti-,,‘)], [X(1j9’)-x(f,-19’)]) 
i= 1 j= 1 
Then using Theorem 1 we can extend p from .d to a(d) = 9. The relation 
between random process X(1, .) and FOM can be expressed by 
x(b.)=PL(mf)) VfC [O, 11. 
The measure m is the characteristic measure of p 
Moreover p has the following properties: 
(1) AE.%*E(/L(A))=O; 
(2) AE~~=.E(~(A))*=(~(A),cI(A))=(~,~)(A*). 
Actually X(f, .) is called a process with independent increment. If X(1, .) is a 
Wiener process, then the FOM 1 is called a fuzzy Wiener measure. Cer- 
tainly the classical Wiener measure is a part of /.L: 
WC) = P(Ic) VICE& 
and using Wiener integral we can express the fuzzy Wiener measure 
AA) = \’ A(r) Wdt) VA E ,418. 
0 
At last we shall introduce a limit theorem which related to Baire category. 
Because we use the result of [8, Proposition 2.21 the proof will be simple. 
THEOREM 2. If p,,, n = 1, 2 ,..., are FOM on.fuzzy a-algebra W to Hilbert 
space H and for any A E ~$9, lim, ) 1c p”(A) = p(A) (strong), then p is also a 
FOM on 99. We call p the weak limit of p,,, n = 1, 2 ,..., denoted by p, + p 
(weak ). 
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Pro0 . 
/ 
Since for any A~.ti, n= 1.2 ,..., (~,,,~,,)(A)=(~~(~/‘A), 
p,( A)) we have 
</A,, A,)(A) -+ (I&‘%~ 14,/h = m(A) as n-+r;. 
From the result of [S, Proposition 2.2 and Corollary l] we know that m is 
a fuzzy measure on .%. To prove p is a FOM, we proceed as follows: for 
any A, Brad 
MA ), /A,(B)) = (A,, P, )(A@, 
Let n + co, we obtain 
n = 1, 2,... 
(P(A), p(B)) = m(AB). 
This identity implies that ~1 is a FOM. 
3. FUZZY RANDOM INTEGRAL 
In [6], a method is offered to establish a fuzzy integral. Here we shall 
deal with the fuzzy random integral in the same way. Suppose Q is an 
abstract space, 9? is a fuzzy a-algebra in a, and p is a FOM on A9 to 
Hilbert space H. Then (Q, A?, p, H) is called a fuzzy orthogonal random 
measure space (briefly a FOM space). Let 
R={aA-/?B:~&[O,X));A,BE~I?} 
EX= w(A) - PA4 where X=aA-BB, a, /?E [O, 00); A, BE.G#. 
Using the same method as [6], it is easy to show d is all the bounded g- 
measurable function on Q, and E is a linear mapping from R to Hilbert 
space H. 
~OPOSITION 3. Mapping E on 8 has the following properties: 
(1) A’, YE&‘*(EX, EY)=fXYd(p,p); 
(2) a,aE(-m, cm), X, YE&=-E(aX+jI?Y)=aEX+/?EY, 
(3) X,EQ, IX,I<M, n=1,2 ,..., and X, + X (pointwise convergen- 
ce) * A’ E 6, EX + EX (strong in H); 
(4) X,,E&, Ix;=, XJ<M, n=l,2 ,..., and C,“=, Xi exists= 
C,?J, Xi E Q, E Cp”=, Xi = x:,“= 1 EX, (sfrong in H). 
ProoJ: Let X=a,A,-azA,, Y=a,A,-a,A,, where al,a2,a3,a4E 
[0, co), A,, AZ, A,, A, E 9. The properties of FOM imply that 
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= (a,a,AIA~-a,a,AlA,-a2a,A2A,+a2a*A2A4)d(~,~) I 
Then property ( 1) is proved. To prove property (4) using property ( 1) we 
have 
=(E(T, Xi)-!, EX,,E(z, ‘I)-:, “i) 
=(E(F, +(p))-2;, (E(.f,‘+~) 
+ f i (EXi, EXj) 
i=lj=l 
= I( f X~)2d(P9P~~2,~,~( f xi)xjd(P*p) 
r=l r=l 
+ i i /XiXJd(P,P) 
i=lJ=, 
=~[(~,x~)2~2(~,xi)(~,xJ)+~,x~~,xJ]d(r’p) 
It should be noticed that 
(f Xi- f Xo2C4M2 and (z, Xi-!,Xi) +O as n--+30. 
i=l i=l 
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Using Fatou-Lebesgue Lemma [8], we have 
It is clear that property (4) implies properties (2) and (3). 
PROPOSITION 4. If X is a-measurable, J X2d( p, p ) < + 30, then rhere 
exists a sequence X, E 8, n = I,2 ,..., such that 1 X,1 d I XJ, n = 1,2 ,..., X, + X, 
and moreover the sequence EX, E H, n = 1,2,..., has its limit (strong) in H, 
denoted by 
EX=i X(w) p(dw)= [ Xdp= lim EX,,. 
n .z 
The value of EX does not depend on the choice qf X,, and it only depends on 
X. EX is called the fizz,: random integral of X rrirh respect to p. X is called 
p-integrable function. 
Proof: According to classical measurable function theory 
sequence as X,, mentioned above exists. To prove EX,, is a 
sequence we consider for any integer m, n = 1, 2,... 
such a 
Cauchy 
IIEX,-EX,J*=(EX,-EX,,EX,,-EX,) 
= (EX,, EX,) - 2(EX,,, EX,) + (EX,, EX,,, 
It should be noticed that (X, - X,)* <4X2 and (X, - X,)* + 0 as m, 
n + co, Using Fatou-Lebesgue Lemma [8], we have 
IIEX,-EX,l12=~(X.-X~)2d(~,~)~0 as n+zo. 
Since H is a Hilbert space, EX, has its limit. 
If there are two sequences X,, YneJ, n= 1,2,...; IX,1 Q (XI, lY,l d 1x1, 
and X, -+ X, Y,, + X, then using the same expression we have 
/[EX,,-EYJ’=j(X,- Y,)‘d(pc,p). 
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Because (X, - Y,)* < 4X2 and (X, - Y,)* -+ 0 as n + co, we have 
Il~&-~Y,l12~(X,- y,)*&P4)-+O as n-+30. 
It implies lim, _ r EX, = lim, _ r‘ EY,, in other words the value of EX is 
independent of the choice of the sequence X,. 
THEOREM 3. If (Q, 9l, p, H) is a FOM space, then fuzzy random integral 
has the following properties: 
(I ) X, Y are p-integrable * (j Xdp, l Y dp) = 5 XY d(p, p); 
(2) a, PE(-a ml), X, 
ajX&+Pj Ydp; 
Y are p-integrable *j (ax + /?Y) dp = 
(3) (X,1 d I XI, X, are %measurahle n = I, 2 ,..., X, -+ X, X is p- 
integrable * X, are p-integrable n = 1,2,..., and lim, _ ~ j X, dp = 1 X dp 
(strong). 
Proof The proof of Proposition 3 implies that it is sullicient to prove 
property (1) only. Suppose X, Y are p-integrable. We choose X,, Y, E 8, 
n = 1, 2,..., such that IX,1 < [XI, I Y,,I < I Y( and X, -+ X, Y, -+ Y, as n -+ co. 
Then we have IX, Y,I d JXYI < IX\*+ ( YJ*, n = 1,2,...; X, Y,, + XY as 
n + CC as 1X1*+ ) YI* is (1, p)-integrable. Again using Fatou-Lebesgue 
Lemma we obtain 
= lim 
n-r 1% Yn+L,~)= jXWw). 
DEFINITION 2. If (Q, a, cc, H) is a FOM space, A E 9, X is p-integrable, 
then AX is also p-integrable and we define 
which is called the fuzzy random integral of X on fuzzy set A. 
4. INNER PRODUCT 
In this section, we suppose Q is an abstract space, 9# is a fuzzy u-algebra, 
and H is a Hilbert space. 
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DEFINITION 3. Suppose p, v are FOM on .J to H. If for any A, BE d 
and A A B=@, we have (p(A), v(B))=O, then the pair p and v is called 
having a normal relation, denoted by ~1% v. 
Suppose S is a family of FOM. If for any p, v E S we have p 2 v then S is 
called normal. 
PROPOSITION 5. FOM p und v have normal relation if and only if there 
exists a fuzzy measure m on ~8 such [hat 
VA, BELL?*@(A), v(B))= [ ABdm. 
I 
Fuzzy measure m is called the characteristic measure of p and v, denoted by 
<I4 v>. 
Proof It is clear the the condition is sufficient. We shall prove that the 
condition is necessary. 
Suppose p = v, let 
SF?= {c: I,.d} 
.zl= f ail,,=a,~[0,1],c,~~,i=1,2 ,..., n. 
i= I 
c, A c,=&i#j,i, j= 1,2 ,..., n 
1 
It is easy to see that % is a a-algebra in Q, .d is a fuzzy algebra in 52, 
$3 = o(.&), and @‘-measurable, &-measurable, and %measurable are 
equivalent. 
Let 
It is easy to see that m is a bounded measure on %. Then we define 
m(A)=/ Adm VAE.~?. 
It is also easy to see that m is a fuzzy measure on 9. For any A, BE .sl we 
can express A and B in the form 
A = f: ail.,; B= i BiIc, 
i= I i= I 
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where ~I~,/I~E(-~I,co) and Cic%‘, i=l,2 ,..., n; CiACj=@ i#j, 
i, j = 1, 2 ,..., n. Then (p(C,), v(C,)) = 0, i # j, i, j = 1,2 ,..., n, and 
(PtAh v(B))= 5 i aiSj(PL(Ic,)9 v(lc,)) 
i=lj=l 
For any A, BE A3 there exist A,, II,, cd, n = 1,2 ,..., such that A, 7 A, 
B,, f B, then 
P(AJ + AA 1, v(KI) + v(B) 
and 
= lim (p(A,), v(B,))= lim J A,B, dm= J ABdm. 
n-co n-n: 
PROPOSITION 6. If S is a normal family of FOM, then the linear com- 
bination [S] generated by S is still normal. 
Proof If p, v E [S], then there exists pie S, i = 1, 2 ,..., n, such that 
P= i aiP,, v= i BiP* 
i= 1 i= I 
where ai, /Ii E ( - cc, co ), i = 1, 2 ,..., n. Then for any A, BEW, A A B=@, 
we have (pi(A), pj(B)) = 0, i, j= 1, 2 ,..., n, and 
(AA), V(B))= f aiPi(A), i fliPi 
( i= I i= I > 
= f i aiBj(Pi(A), Pji(B)) = 0. 
i= I j= I 
So p z v and hence [S] is normal. 
~OPOSITION 7. If S is a normal linear subspace of FOM. then 
S* = (1: there exist p,, E S, n = 1,2,..., such that pn + p (weak)} 
is also a normal linear subspace of FOM. 
Proof: If p, v E S*, then there exist p,,, v, E S, n = 1, 2 ,..., such that 
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pn-+p (weak), v,-+v (weak). For any A, BE~#, A A B=@ we have 
(,u,( A), v,,(B)) = 0, n = 1, 2 ,... So 
(p(A), v(B))= ( lim p,(A), lim v,(B))= lim &(A). v,(B)) =O. 
tt + x " -* I' n- I 
PROPOSITION 8. If’s is a normal linear subspace of FOM which is closed 
under weak limit operation, then the mapping .from S x S to ( - CC, x ), 
dejined by 
(P, v) = (P(Q), v(Q)) = 04 v)(Q), 
is an inner product in S, i.e., it has the.following properties: 
(1) (p,p)>O, VpcSandif(p,,u)=O then p=O; 
(2) P,v~S*(/.4v)=(v,p); 
(3) PItP29 vEs*(P, +p2* v)=(cl,v v)+(Pz> v); 
(4) XE(--OC, ~c,p,v~S*(apL,~o=4p, v) 
and S is a Hilbert space. 
Proof: The properties of the mapping (., .) are very clear. It only needs 
to be roven that H is a Hilbert space. We introduce norm in S by (1~11.~ = 
Y- (11, ,u). Suppose p,, is a Cauchy sequence in S that is (1~” -/.L,,,IJ.~-+O, as 
m, n + co. Then for any A E .% we have 
II~ln(A)-~,(A)ll~=(~,-~,,,~,-~,)(A)d(~~n--~Lrn,~(n-~1,)(~) 
= IIPLn-P(m115+0~ as m,n+oc. 
The expression above implies that p,(A), n = 1, 2,... is a Cauchy sequence in 
H. Then there exists a p(A) E H such that 
PAA) -P(A) as n-m. 
From Theorem 2 it follows that /A,, -+ ~1 (weak). Because S is closed under 
weak limit operation, we have p E S. So H is a Hilbert space. 
F'ROP~SITION 9. u S is a normal linear subspace of FOM and ,a, ES, 
n = 1, 2,..., then in order that p,, -+ p (strong in S), it is necessary and suf- 
ficient that pn + p (weak). 
Proof: Suppose CL,, + p (strong in S). That implies 11~~ -pIIs --c 0 as 
n + co. Because of Proposition 5 for any A E B, we have 
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On the other hand, if pn + p (weak), then according to Theorem 2 for any 
1 as n+r;o. 
AEL% we have 
IMA) -idA )I1 --, ( 
From Proposition 8 we know 
II~“-~II~=((cL”-~o(~)~ (P” -P)(Q)) 
= IlP”W - PWl12 --) 0 as n-+m. 
DEFINITION 4. If p z v and for any A E 33, (p(A), p(A)) = 0, then we call 
p and v totally orthogonal, denoted p I v. 
~OPoslrloN 10. In order rhar p 1 v it is necessary and sufficient that 
for any A, BE 9 we have (p(A), v(B)) = 0. 
Proof. The condition is obviously sufficient. We shall prove the con- 
dition is necessary. Suppose 1 I v. Proposition 5 implies that for any A E W 
we have 
(/A v)(A) = j Ad+, v > = MJ;i), v(fi,, = 0. 
In another words (p, v) =0 identically. Again using Proposition 5 we 
obtain for any A, BE 93 
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